
Glow Saber Class Planner - Star Wars theme
END warm up START

2 handed figure 8's
1 handed figure 8's

Defend against bad guy forward circles with weapon
arm, arm, leg, leg backward circles with weapon
figure 8 spin
strike downward over head "I, a Jedi Padiwan, promise to
use the force show respect to my elders, &

to only use the force for
Darth Maul- red staff defense, not attack, for 

Movie Clip Vader - red sword if I break these rules,
play scene from Phantom Menace my light saber Obi Wan Kenobi - Respect
Qui-Gon Jinn fights Darth Maul I give back." respect teachers/parents, yes sir

bow with fist in palm
after scene is over, return to practice
combinations, but then have Darth Maul or partner drills: high strike/high strike (arm/arm)
Darth Vader come out and they fight him off low strike, low strike (leg, leg)
one at a time using arm/arm/leg/leg/fig8stike, etc

Qui-Gon Jinn - Focus
Darth Vader, Darth Maul - Stranger Defense eye contact and listen to directions
use glow necklaces, toss towards student
practice stabs for accuracy thru ring figure 8's and end with strike

figure 8's and end with jump strike
then with partner, block over head

using the force
Yoda - Confidence "control" partner 
body posture & yells & move them around

then throw them
LukeSkywalker-Determination reverse strikes backwards
never give up! spin to back, horizontal strike

then add step and spin strike
arm, arm, leg, leg,
fig 8 & downward strike fan strikes

step & spin strike, front kick over head on big bags
then use "the force"

NOTES:
Remember to do a "lights out preview" for your students 3-4 weeks in advance. 
Have your sign up sheets and promo flyers out at the time you do your preview.
Make sure all of your windows/doors are blacked out.
Have some Star Wars themed music ready and easy access to light switches or mood lighting.
2 minute assembly time for each saber.  Activate two glow sticks, slide into saber, & put cap on.
Have a red Glow Staff or spare Glow Saber ready for your bad guy, and costumes!
Remind students not to remove plastic inside of the weapon with use in conjunction with glow sticks.
Have a sample of the glow weapon you'll be offering next, and demo it at the end of this class.


